Measurement, localisation, and monitoring of partial discharges on a power transformer

Introduction

Power transformers, a vital element of the electrical grid, are subjected to different levels of electrical, thermal, mechanical, and chemical stress during service. To ensure reliable and safe operation, it is critical to continuously assess the ageing of the system insulation during a transformer’s life cycle. Partial discharge (PD) measurements are a non-destructive tool which allows for measurement, assessment, and localisation of weak spots in complex insulation systems. PD measurements on power transformers are typically carried out during the manufacturing process as a part of quality assurance, after onsite installation, and are used as a tool for condition-based maintenance for matured assets.

PD is a local electrical breakdown of a weak region within the electrical insulation system, resulting in fast current impulses. These electrical signals are often accompanied by other physical effects, such as pressure waves, electromagnetic signals, chemical effects or optical effects [1]. PD measurements of the different effects using conventional and unconventional tools and combining the findings will lead to a more meaningful assessment.
Case study – PD measurement on a 300 MVA oil-filled transformer

The high-voltage (HV) bushings of the 220 kV and the 110 kV windings had to be disassembled for transportation of a 300 MVA transformer. After mounting the bushings at the new substation, the bushing domes had to be refilled with oil. Due to the horizontal-oriented bushings, this had to be done very carefully to avoid gas bubbles. To ensure a proper filling, partial discharge (PD) measurements have been performed.

Electrical PD measurement

The test setup was performed in accordance with IEC 60270 [2], simultaneously decoupling the PD and AC signals at the measuring taps of all 220 kV and 110 kV bushings. Fig. 2 shows the setup of the MPD 800 PD detection instrument at the 220 kV bushings 1U and 1V. The signals of both bushing taps can be directly connected to one MPD 800 detector without using an additional coupling device. Fig. 3 shows the overall PD test setup.

A calibration signal was injected into all bushings, enabling for determination of a cross-coupling matrix. In addition to the conventional PD calibration from HV to ground, a recording was also performed while injecting the calibrating signal into the measuring tap of the bushing to simulate a fault directly at the bushing tap [1].

The ambient noise level was less than 10 pC at 0.5 x Un using a centre frequency of 400 kHz and measuring bandwidth of 600 kHz. Even below the nominal voltage, partial discharges up to 2 nC could be detected at the measuring point 1U.

PD is a local electrical breakdown of a weak region within the electrical insulation system, resulting in a fast burst of the current impulses.

Figure 1. View of the 300 MVA transformer

Figure 2. Setup for PD measurements on phases 1U and 1V
Comparing the charge values of the calibration cross-coupling matrix with the cross-coupling of the real PD activity indicated that the origin of the PD event was physically close to the measuring point 1U.

The MPD Suite software allowed the test engineers to draw a trigger window in the PRPD pattern. Only PD impulses occurring in the selected phase and amplitude area will trigger the scope and FFT view. This tool allows easy comparison of the unfiltered high-frequency signals. Comparing the time signal and frequency spectrum of the signal directly injected at the bushing tap with the actual PD signal showing high similarities of their rise time and oscillation as well as resonances in the frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum of the conventional calibration, where long cables had to be used, did not match.

**A case study of the PD measurement has been performed on 220/110 kV, 300 MVA oil-filled transformer in accordance with IEC 60270 standard**

Comparing the charge values of the calibration cross-coupling matrix with the cross-coupling of the real PD activity indicated that the origin of the PD event was physically close to the measuring point 1U.

The MPD Suite software allowed the test engineers to draw a trigger window in the PRPD pattern. Only PD impulses occurring in the selected phase and amplitude area will trigger the scope and FFT view. This tool allows easy comparison of the unfiltered high-frequency signals. Comparing the time signal and frequency spectrum of the signal directly injected at the bushing tap with the actual PD signal showing high similarities of their rise time and oscillation as well as resonances in the frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum of the conventional calibration, where long cables had to be used, did not match.

**Acoustic PD measurement and localisation**

The localisation of PD sources is performed by means of differences in the runtime of the acoustic signal between the fault location and multiple acoustic emission (AE) sensors. Possible fault locations are calculated from the signal runtimes, using the speed of sound and the known geometrical positions of the sensors on the tank wall.
The MPD 800 PRPD window trigger also provides an electrical or optical output signal which can trigger an acoustical localisation system. With this method, the delay time to the different piezo sensors can be measured absolutely referred to the electrical triggered PD impulse. This enables the use of averaging functions, which can result in a significantly improved signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. 7 shows the measured acoustic signals of the piezo sensors and the impact of averaging. The acoustic localisation was performed with eight piezo sensors installed in the area of phase 1U.

The MPD 800 PRPD window trigger also provides an electrical or optical output signal which can trigger an acoustical localisation system. With this method, the delay time to the different piezo sensors can be measured absolutely referred to the electrical triggered PD impulse. This enables the use of averaging functions, which can result in a significantly improved signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. 7 shows the measured acoustic signals of the piezo sensors and the impact of averaging. The acoustic localisation was performed with eight piezo sensors installed in the area of phase 1U.

The triangulated fault position, as well as the acoustic signal of the internal partial discharges, is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The location is close to the high-voltage exit lead of the 220 kV winding of phase 1U.
Localisation of the PD activity is determined by triangulating the delay times between the acoustics signals from piezo sensors and electrical signals triggered by the PD impulses

Electrical PD Trending and Monitoring

Findings of the off-line PD measurement and localisation were discussed with the transformer manufacturer. The fault location, PD behaviour and the fact that it cannot be repaired onsite led to the decision that the unit could be re-energised while the PD activity and dissolved gasses are carefully monitored in the insulation oil of the transformer.

The transformer was then therefore equipped with bushing adapters at the bushing taps of all 220 kV bushings. The MONTESTO 200 PD monitoring and trending device used can be remotely controlled, and it communicates with the control centre in case PD warning levels are exceeded.

Audible corona discharge was active in the substation thus the measuring frequency was tuned to 2.2 MHz – a frequency range where the internal discharges dominated and external disturbances were minimised. The discharge level of the internal PD activity at Phase 1U was stable for the first weeks of operation but then started to continuously increase over a period of one month. Fig. 12 shows the increasing trend of the apparent charge measured on Phase 1U.
In addition to the known PD activity at Phase 1U, a second pattern developed over 3 months, which started with approximately 100 pC and stabilised at 2 nC. The discharge pattern can be assigned to Phase 1V and shows high similarities to the phenomena obtained at 1U. The development of the PRPD pattern as well as the 3PARD diagram, is shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the development of the 3PARD filtered PRPD pattern obtained at Phase 1V.

A local defect inside a solid insulation part does not necessarily lead to an increase of dissolved gases.

The MONTESTO 200 PD monitoring and trending device used can be remotely controlled, and it communicates with the control centre in case PD warning levels are exceeded.
formers are often only triggered by DGA results. The case study on the 300 MV A transformer highlights that an electrical PD measurement and trending can be more sensitive and instantaneously compared to the analysis of dissolved gases in the oil. Analysing the unfiltered signals in time and frequency domain as well as performing acoustical PD localisation does not necessarily lead to an increase of dissolved gases.

Conclusion

In this article, the importance of electrical PD measurement, localisation, monitoring and trending is discussed. Onsite PD measurements on liquid-filled transformers are often only triggered by DGA results. The case study on the 300 MVA transformer highlights that an electrical PD measurement and trending can be more sensitive and instantaneously compared to the analysis of dissolved gases in the oil. Analysing the unfiltered signals in time and frequency domain as well as performing acoustical PD localisation does not necessarily lead to an increase of dissolved gases.
The case study on the 300 MVA transformer highlights that an electrical PD measurement and trending can be more sensitive and instantaneously compared to the analysis of dissolved gases in the oil.

isation with three or more piezo sensors can provide valuable information when it comes to localisation, interpretation and risk assessment. The transformer, with active but stable discharges in two phases, remains online and is further monitored.
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Figure 15. DGA trend over a three-month period
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